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Digitalisation of movie format
Effective from 1st Februar 2018
General Information
you have one of th following video cassettes

VCR

VHS‐C/SVHS‐C

DVCAM

Hi8/V8

BETA‐Max

VHS/SVHS

V2000

miniDV

And would like to have these transferred to DVD in a future – proofed way.

Compatibility: We only use DVD blanks from leading manufacturers. In general, these can be
played on all newer DVD‐players without any problems. Please check in
advanced if your player can play copied DVDs.
If nothing else is desired, you will receive a video DVD with one movie per played cassette.
For additional charge, a separation into individual sequences is also possible.
Furthermore, we provide you with the digitized films as on AVI file at a additional cost.
IMPORTANT: You are liable for the acquisition of any copyright and ancillary copyright licenses
for material provided and the desired transfer!
The average processing time is 15‐20 days from the receipt.
The prices are in Euro and incl.VAT additionally any transport charges.
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Digitization of film format
Value

recommended selling price incl.VAT.

Data preparation
VHS/S‐VHS
(max. 2 hours per DVD , then the second DVD)

€ 2,90 per piece
€ 15,‐ per hour

VHS‐C

€ 15,‐ per cassette

miniDV

€ 15,‐ per hour / per cassette

Video8/Hi8 till 60 minutes
Video8/Hi8 till 90 minutes

€ 18,‐ per piece
€ 25,‐ per piece

betamax

€ 25,‐/per commencing hour

V2000

€ 25,‐/ per commencing hour

DVCAM

€ 33,‐/ per commencing hour

edition as AVI‐file on hard disk

‐15% from transfer value

Movie/chapter separation, only 120 minutes on the
DVD

€ 3,90/piece

additional DVD‐copy

€ 6,70/piece

Band ripped/reparation
(additionally possible material)

€ 19,90/piece

Minimum offsetting: 1 h per cassettes
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